Education is becoming more complex today in the competitive society where we focus on success and achievement of the individual child. We lose the focus on the person who is guided to become a better human being in the community. As we finished the first semester in Snehagram where the focus was on academics, we are also helping our children to develop their human skills for holistic development. This issue of Snehavaani demonstrates how the academics is integrated with all other aspects of their overall development. Learning can be fun when it is properly balanced. All the experiences the students at Snehagram go through are learning moments. Reflecting on these experiences will lead them to integrate valuable lessons for life. I am sure the reader will get a glimpse of how our students are learning through their varied experiences. Happy reading and welcome to the lives and journeys of our students at Snehagram.
Before Independence Day we were divided into four groups. I was one of the leaders of a group. I found little difficult in managing the group as there was no co-operation, team-work and interest in the group to participate in the competitions. Still I kept motivating and encouraging my team members that we would do well in all the competitions in spite of the imbalance of the team. So later I divided my team members for different activities that they have to participate especially, quiz, debate, skit and speeches. Everyday we worked hard, took our own initiatives in studying and preparing for the event which made me to feel happy about my team. On the day of Independence Day we were the topic that my team got. Even divided into four groups. I was one though it was my first participation of the leaders of a group. I found little difficult in managing the group with full confidence and think because there was no co-operation, team-work and interest in the group to participate in the competitions. Still world and raise issues accordingly. I kept motivating and encouraging Being a leader I always kept my team that we would do well in encouraging my team members even all the competitions in spite of the at the time of loosing and that imbalance of the team. So later I made me to feel happy about my team members for different activities that they have to participate especially, quiz, debate, skit and speeches. Everyday we worked encouragement and support.

Before Independence Day we were the topic that my team got. Even divided into four groups. I was one though it was my first participation of the leaders of a group. I found it little difficult in managing the group with full confidence and think because there was no co-operation, team-work and interest in the group to participate in the competitions. Still world and raise issues accordingly. I kept motivating and encouraging Being a leader I always kept my team that we would do well in encouraging my team members even all the competitions in spite of the at the time of loosing and that imbalance of the team. So later I made me to feel happy about my team members for different activities that they have to participate especially, quiz, debate, skit and speeches. Everyday we worked encouragement and support.

Pooja
Annual Retreat, Changed My Spiritual Life

Our Annual Retreat guided by the Jesus Youth Team from Bangalore, was a life changing experience for me. I never believed in God, had very little faith in Jesus. In the retreat I was so involved that I started feeling Jesus in me and my faith increased in him. I liked the lively songs and stories and also I was caught my quote that Jesus came to the earth and died for us. I slowly began to pray and to share all my pains to my God. I personally felt very touched and blessed by the retreat.

Umesh

Onam Celebration

Our Onam celebration was special this year with the visit of Rise MMS from Hosur. Whenever I hear the word Onam I remember that it’s Kerala’s festival. It was a great opportunity to have two students from Christ University who helped is learning Malayalam song and dance. I learnt Malayalam song; it was not very easy to learn the song because I had never sang a song in Malayalam other than in English or Kannada. But I gave my best to learn the song and sing it on Onam day. On the same day we the Rise MMS School, to joined our celebrations. We took them around to show our campus and after that we had some games together with them. After that we all gathered in our dining hall. Sang the Onam song and our girls danced the special “Thiruvathira.” We had great time playing different games and doing pookalam. This was something different this time and added some variety to our celebration. The most interesting part was the Onam sadhya. I enjoyed eating the delicious food which had many varieties in my plate.

Mallikarjun.
Snehagram 5th Anniversary

Snehagram Anniversary is a special delicious dinner. Camillian Fathers occasion. It was the 5th anniversary led by Fr. Baby Ellickal, our provincial and Daughters of Divine Providence led by Sr. Mary which was celebrated on 21st July 2018. Before the day of anniversary we started preparing for the celebration with our well wishers and friends.

This day is an important day as we remember all the efforts we had to build this campus, to make a beautiful home for everyone who comes to live with us and also to live as one family. In the evening after the thanksgiving Mass. We had a beautiful cultural program followed by delicious dinner.

“...we remembered all the efforts to build this campus”

My Experience Being Trained in Poultry Farming

Babu and his team had already finished 4 batches in the old shed; we have now 2 sheds, we are working in one of the sheds. My shed started on 29th September and the first batch of chicks came at 9:15pm. This was the first batch started with 2140 chicks. The price was always very low. So this night at 9:15pm. This was the first year, we partnered with a company, our role is to grow them. The chicks in the new shed. This was
Our risks were mostly the death of very happy being trained in poul-
chicks early and at later stage they try farming and would like to con-
die of heart attach and liver prob-
tine for the next batch too.
lems. And we give three types of feed like Pre-
starter, Starter and finisher. Chicken grow up to 2.5kgs by 40 days. And our FCR was 1.746 and price per kg was Rs.7. I am

South Korean students at Snehagram

After our long days of Semester school name was “Hanbhana Examinations, I was worried and World Travelling School”. During looking forwards for my results. lunch hour I met a Korean student and interacted with him. “My communication was different from his style”. Soon after my lunch, we gathered in multipurpose hall there we had programmes which were conducted by students of Ko-
rea. They played beautifully their drums. I was so excited to hear the

On 13th October 2018 something surprised me that we got to know that “South Korean Students are visiting Snehagram”. When I took my first look at Korean students I thought we are going to learn karate from them, but I realized that they came to learn and experience drums beats “it was unbelievable about our school, because their and never seen in my life. After
the programs we walked with them to show our life in Snehagram. I was happy to meet them because their school model was similar to ours. “I learned that education doesn’t come only through study but also through our life experiences”

Sanjay

My Experience at the 1st Semester Examination

We started our first semester exams of this year on 8th October. It was covering all the subjects for PU and 10th standard students. Using the same public examination question paper. It was our first trial. The month before our exams the students started preparing for their exams, I personally was very tensed and worried. My friends really helped me to study and prepare well for the examination. All of us attended exams, when I got the question paper I was not confident of passing the examination, but not worrying much we really enjoyed the feeling of tension while writing. After the exams I expected my results to be good. After one week of Dussera holidays we got our results. When I got my results, I was not satisfied with my marks. And not being upset or disappointed I encouraged myself that I can do better in the coming Exams.

Priyanka.S
Gandhi Jayanthi Celebration

Different religion celebrates different festivals and different festivals have its own meaning and reason behind. But Gandhi Jayanthi is the festival that is celebrated by every person in our country. On this day Mahatma Gandhi is honoured with flowers as gratitude of love. In Snehagram we celebrated Gandhi Jayanthi with the motto of keeping our surrounding neat and clean on that day; we were divided into four groups to campaign the work of collecting plastics and unwanted weeds in the campus and out of the campus. After the work we had some indoor activities. In the afternoon we watched some inspirational Videos of, how people come up in their lives celebrated by every person in spite of different cultures. In the evening as a gratitude to each student for our participation, we were distributed with small prizes.

Gowthami

Training on Herbal plants in Snehagram

After our Dasara holidays. We had a unique training on Ayurveda and the something very interesting that importance of natural herbal plants surprised my ears and mind, and introduced Dr. Sumesh to us all. Dr. Sumesh finished his studies in thought are weeds are the one Ayurveda and MBBS he is training which was having the most use to become a camillian. With his for our good health. I was very background in herbal plants. He interested to learn natural medicine to keep myself healthy and
safe. Dr. Sumesh taught us 13 different kinds of medicine plants and the uses of them. One of them which interested me the most was Aegle marmelos (tree of lord shiva) Bail tree. The uses are, it help in taking out poison, (food poison) prevents Diarrhea, helps ear discharge and many more.

Vinay Kumar

**Bangkok International 10.7k Run**

Bangkok international 10.7k run was organized by UNAIDS. 6 of us were invited for the run, but due to the delay in getting passport, only I and Manik we able to travel to Bangkok with our coach Elvis Joseph. I personally was not well prepared for the run as I get stress on my thigh muscles after 4-5kms, but my coach and the fathers encouraged me by saying “participation and finishing is more important than getting good timing” I really was happy to hear this because that made my heart calm down. The day before the run I did 1hour of stretching’s. On the race day I made my mind not to stress my muscle but do a good run, the race began at 5.00am in their local time. It was really humid and hot, I finished 2kms I was sweating as though I finished 8kms, by the grace of the lord I got very good pacer, who I ran with the whole run. He was very much in my speed and at the 7kms he was going to give, so I slowed down for him and got him start pacing me. I was so happy because I never had my muscles stressed, we together completed the 10.7kms. I finished the 10k in 38.56min and the 10.7k in 42.03mins; also I was the sixth
person in the open category. My friend Manik also did really well. After the run I, Manik and our coach went out together to see the beautiful streets, temple, and the food. Manik found it difficult to adjust the food as it was his first time in Thailand and I was able to eat because it was my second time.

Babu

Semester Break at Snehagram

After our semester exams, we had one-week break to cool off and relax starting from October 5th. There were different kinds of activities conducted on each day. We were all divided into 4 groups. The first day was our sports day. We had different kinds of activities like 400mt, 200mt, 1500mt, kabaddi, etc. I had great time with my friends, the 4 teams competed really well and finally the day ended with curiosity for the second day. On second day we did the cleaning of our campus, it was the day dedicated for the environment so we cleaned all the plastics and removed all the unwanted plants. On the third day we had training from Maddagondanapalli Model School (MMS) They taught us dance and painting, though many were not so good in dancer or painters we learned it and all the staffs were surprised to see such a good painting done. Even the members trained in dance, learned Jumba dance and were performing really well. The fourth day was “Snehagram Got Talent”. It was an exciting day as many new activities were introduced, I like the most was the face painting and hairstyle, the day was filled with fun and joy, every team came up their own creativity. All were happy because they showed their talents. The fifth day we had knowledge day, which included quiz, declamation, story writing, speech, Spell Bee etc. the
day was filled with information and knowledge. The sixth day the most interesting and exciting day for all, it was the day which we all waited for the last 1 month, that was trekking to the mountain.

We were excited so much to go to the new mountain so we all got early in the morning packed our breakfast and started our journey to the mountain, on the way I saw the most beautiful sunrise, the goat were going to graze, all the people were walking in group to the tea shop, we had great time in exploring the mountain. On the mountain we had our breakfast, it was almost 20kms walk. Each day had a purpose and learning. We all had very happy day all the six day and the 7th day was our rest day and to be ready for our classes again. I am waiting for next holidays…

Staff Corner

“In order to respect the environment, children are doing organic farming”

Beauty of Snehagram

I am happy and privileged to be in Snehagram and working with beautiful gifted children. Personally, I feel Snehagram as home away from home. I really wonder the great work of God showing through the Camillians fathers especially in healing ministry. Snehagram is the second phase of Sneha Care Home, in which children mainly focus on their education, livelihood and life skills training. Presently Snehagram is following child parliament system in which, children themselves manage all duties and responsibilities. This system can improve their leadership qualities, self confidence and natural talents. All the activities in Snehagram are based on eco-friendly. Through this children are enjoying the wonders of na-
nature and its beauty. It really works in developing each child in future. In order to respect the environment, children are doing organic farming, and showing the world that according to the need, nature is providing everything and we must respect and love the nature as it is. Here children are aware of their health status and ready to telling the world that, nobody can neglect or discriminate, on health issues. Because as one of the Snehagram child says “HIV is just English alphabet, which is not fear off”. Yes, this is the real beauty of Snehagram.

Mr. Aby. M. Michael
Program Coordinator
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Education is becoming more complex today in the competitive society where we focus on success and achievement of the individual child. We lose the focus on the person who is guided to become a better human being in the community. As we finished the first semester in Snehagram where the focus was on academics, we are also helping our children to develop their human skills for holistic development. This issue of Snehaavaani demonstrates how the academics is integrated with all other aspects of their overall development. Learning can be fun when it is properly balanced. All the experiences the students at Snehagram go through are learning moments. Reflecting on these experiences will lead them to integrate valuable lessons for life. I am sure the reader will get a glimpse of how our students are learning through their varied experiences. Happy reading and welcome to the lives and journeys of our students at Snehagram.
Independence Day Celebration

Before Independence Day we were divided into four groups. I was one of the leaders of a group. I found little difficult in managing the group as there was no co-operation, team-work and interest in the group to participate in the competitions. Still I kept motivating and encouraging my team that we would do well in all the competitions in spite of the imbalance of the team. So later I divided my team members for different activities that they have to participate especially, quiz, debate, skit and speeches. Everyday we worked hard, took our own initiatives in studying and preparing for the event which made me to feel happy about my team. On the day of Independence at the flag hosting ceremony we had Mr. Vincent Raj the CWC chairperson of Krishnagiri Dist. We started our Independence Day competitions at 9am. I participated in drawing, skit, quiz and debate.

Before starting the quiz competition I was bit nervous but later I found it easy and I was able to answer well to all the questions. We scored well in the quiz. In debate competition I was able to support the topic that my team got. Even divided into four groups. I was one though it was my first participation of the leaders of a group. I found little difficult in managing the group with full confidence and think because there was no co-operation, team beyond my capacity. I was thinking work and interest in the group to about the present situations of the participate in the competitions. Still world and raise issues accordingly. I kept motivating and encouraging Being a leader I always kept enemy team that we would do well in encouraging my team members even all the competitions in spite of the at the time of loosing and that imbalance of the team. So later I made me to feel happy about my team members for different activities that they have to participate especially, quiz, debate, skit from within us, with continuous and speeches. Everyday we worked encouragement and support.

Pooja
Annual Retreat, Changed My Spiritual Life

Our Annual Retreat guided by the Jesus Youth Team from Bangalore, was a life changing experience for me. I never believed in God, had very little faith in Jesus. In the retreat I was so involved that I started feeling Jesus in me and my faith increased in him. I liked the lively songs and stories and also I was caught my quote that Jesus came to the earth and died for us. I slowly began to pray and to share all my pains to my God. I personally felt very touched and blessed by the retreat.

Umesh

Onam Celebration

Our Onam celebration was special this year with the visit of Rise MMS from Hosur. Whenever I hear the word Onam I remember that it's Kerala’s festival. It was a great opportunity to have two students from Christ University who helped in learning Malayalam song and dance. I learnt Malayalam song; it was not very easy to learn the song because I had never sang a song in Malayalam other than in English or Kannada. But I gave my best to learn the song and sing it on Onam day. On the same day we the Rise MMS School, joined our celebrations. We took them around to show our campus and after that we had some games together with them. After that we all gathered in our dining hall. Sang the Onam song and our girls danced the special “Thiruvathira.” We had great time playing different games and doing pookalam. This was something different this time and added some variety to our celebration. The most interesting part was the Onam sadhya. I enjoyed eating the delicious food which had many varieties in my plate.

Mallikarjun.
Snehagram 5th Anniversary

Snehagram Anniversary is a special delicious dinner. Camillian Fathers occasion. It was the 5th anniversary led by Fr. Baby Ellickal, our provincial and Daughters of Divine Providence led by Sr. Mary graced the celebration with our well wishers and friends. Before the day of anniversary we started preparing for the celebration, like cleaning the surroundings, practicing for the cultural programs. This day is an important day as we remember all the efforts we had to build this campus, to make a beautiful home for everyone who comes to live with us and also to live as one family. In the evening after the thanksgiving Mass. We had a beautiful cultural program followed by delicious dinner. Camillian Fathers led by Fr. Baby Ellickal, our provincial and Daughters of Divine Providence led by Sr. Mary graced the celebration with our well wishers and friends.

My Experience Being Trained in Poultry Farming

Babu and his team had already finished 4 batches in the old shed; we had not much success in the marketing part of the business as the price was always very low. So this night at 9:15pm. This was the first year, we partnered with a company, they will pay us the FCR rate, which means the total feed consumption and the total weight is divided and FCR is decided. I joined to get trained in poultry after finishing my 10th examinations. We have now 2 sheds, I am working in one of the sheds. My shed started on 29th September and the first batch of chicks came night at 9:15pm. This was the first batch that we started with 2140 chicks, feed and medicine cost is theirs, the company will pay us the FCR rate, which means the total feed consumption and the total weight is divided and FCR is decided.
Our risks were mostly the death of very happy being trained in poultry-chicks early and at later stage they try farming and would like to continue for the next batch too. And we give three types of feed like Pre-starter, Starter and finisher. Chicken grow up to 2.5kgs by 40 days. And our FCR was 1.746 and price per kg was Rs.7. I am

South Korean students at Snehagram

After our long days of Semester examinations, I was worried and looking forwards for my results. On 13th October 2018 something surprised me that we got to know that “South Korean Students are visiting Snehagram”. When I took my first look at Korean students I thought we are going to learn karate from them, but I realized that they came to learn and experience drums beats “it was unbelievable about our school, because their and never seen in my life. After

Nagaraju
the programs we walked with them to show our life in Snehagram. I was happy to meet them because their school model was similar to ours. “I learned that education doesn’t come only through study but also through our life experiences”

Sanjay

My Experience at the 1st Semester Examination

We started our first semester exams of this year on 8th October. It was covering all the subjects for PU and 10th standard students. Using the same public examination question paper. It was our first trial. The month before our exams the students started preparing for their exams, I personally was very tensed and worried. My friends really helped me to study and prepare well for the examination. All of us attended exams, when I got the question paper I was not confident of passing the examination, but not worrying much we really enjoyed the feeling of tension while writing. After the exams I expected my results to be good. After one week of Dussera holidays we got our results. When I got my results, I was not satisfied with my marks. And not being upset or disappointed I encouraged myself that I can do better in the coming Exams.

Priyanka.S
Gandhi Jayanthi Celebration

Different religion celebrates different festivals and different festivals have their own meaning and reason behind. But Gandhi Jayanthi is the festival that is celebrated by every person in our country. On this day Mahatma Gandhi is honoured with flowers as gratitude of love. In Snehagram we celebrated Gandhi Jayanthi with the motto of keeping our surrounding neat and clean on that day; we were divided into four groups to campaign the work of collecting plastics and unwanted weeds in the campus and out of the campus. In the afternoon we watched some inspirational videos of, how people come up in their lives in spite of different cultures. In the evening as a gratitude to each student for our participation, we were distributed small prizes.

Gowthami

Training on Herbal plants in Snehagram

After our Dasara holidays. We had a unique training on Ayurveda and the something very interesting that introduced Dr. Sumesh to us all. cause all the plants that we Dr. Sumesh finished his studies in thought are weeds are the one Ayurveda and MBBS he is training which was having the most use to become a camillian. With his for our good health. I was very background in herbal plants. He interested to learn natural medicine to keep myself healthy and
safe. Dr. Sumesh taught us 13 different kinds of medicine plants and the uses of them. One of them which interested me the most was Aegle marmelos (tree of lord shiva) Bail tree. The uses are, it help in taking out poison, (food poison) prevents Diarrhea, helps ear discharge and many more.

Vinay Kumar

Bangkok International 10.7k Run

Bangkok international 10.7k run was organized by UNAIDS. 6 of us were invited for the run, but due to the delay in getting passport, only I and Manik we able to travel to Bangkok with our coach Elvis Joseph. I personally was not well prepared for the run as I get stress on my thigh muscles after 4-5kms, but my coach and the fathers encouraged me by saying “participation and finishing is more important than getting good timing” I really was happy to hear this because that made my heart calm down. The day before the run I did 1hour of stretching’s. On the race day I made my mind not to stress my muscle but do a good run, the race began at 5.00am in their local time. It was really humid and hot, I finished 2kms I was sweating as though I finished 8kms, by the grace of the lord I got very good pacer, who I ran with the whole run. He was very much in my speed and at the 7kms he was going to give, so I slowed down for him and got him start pacing me. I was so happy because I never had my muscles stressed, we together completed the 10.7kms. I finished the 10k in 38.56min and the 10.7k in 42.03mins; also I was the sixth.
person in the open category. My friend Manik also did really well. After the run I, Manik and our coach went out together to see the beautiful streets, temple, and the food. Manik found it difficult to adjust the food as it was his first time in Thailand and I was able to eat because it was my second time.

Babu

Semester Break at Snehagram

After our semester exams, we had one-week break to cool off and relax starting from October 5th. There were different kinds of activities conducted on each day. We were all divided into 4 groups. The first day was our sports day. We had different kinds of activities like 400mt, 200mt, 1500mt, kabaddi, etc. I had great time with my friends, the 4 teams competed really well and finally the day ended with curiosity for the second day. On second day we did the cleaning of our campus, it was the day dedicated for the environment so we cleaned all the plastics and removed all the unwanted plants. On the third day we had training from Maddagondanapalli Model School (MMS) They taught us dance and painting, though many were not so good in dancer or painters we learned it and all the staffs were surprised to see such a good painting done. Even the members trained in dance, learned Jumba dance and were performing really well. The fourth day was “Snehagram Got Talent”. It was an exciting day as many new activities were introduced, I like the most was the face painting and hairstyle, the day was filled with fun and joy, every team came up their own creativity. All were happy because they showed their talents. The fifth day we had knowledge day, which included quiz, declamation, story writing, speech, Spell Bee etc. the
day was filled with information and knowledge. The sixth day the most interesting and exciting day for all, it was the day which we all waited for the last 1 month, that was trekking to the mountain.

We were excited so much to go to the new mountain so we all got early in the morning packed our breakfast and started our journey to the mountain, on the way I saw the most beautiful sunrise, the goat were going to graze, all the people were walking in group to the tea shop, we had great time in exploring the mountain. On the mountain we had our breakfast, it was almost 20kms walk. Each day had a purpose and learning. We all had very happy day all the six day and the 7th day was our rest day and to be ready for our classes again. I am waiting for next holidays…

Staff Corner

“In order to respect the environment, children are doing organic farming”

Beauty of Snehagram

I am happy and privileged to be in Snehagram and working with beautiful gifted children. Personally, I feel Snehagram as home away from home. I really wonder the great work of God showing through the Camillian fathers especially in healing ministry. Snehagram is the second phase of Sneha Care Home, in which children mainly focus on their education, livelihood and life skills training. Presently Snehagram is following child parliament system in which, children themselves manage all duties and responsibilities. This system can improve their leadership qualities, self confidence and natural talents. All the activities in Snehagram are based on eco-friendly. Through this children are enjoying the wonders of na-
nature and its beauty. It really works in developing each child in future. In order to respect the environment, children are doing organic farming, and showing the world that according to the need, nature is providing everything and we must respect and love the nature as it is. Here children are aware of their health status and ready to telling the world that, nobody can neglect or discriminate, on health issues. Because as one of the Sneham child says “HIV is just English alphabet, which is not fear off”. Yes, this is the real beauty of Snehamagram.
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